Optical transillumination tomography with tolerance against refraction mismatch.
Optical transillumination tomography (OT) is a laser-based imaging modality where ballistic photons are used for projection generation. Image reconstruction is therefore similar to X-ray computed tomography. This modality promises fast image acquisition, good resolution and contrast, and inexpensive instrumentation for imaging of weakly scattering objects, such as for example tissue-engineered constructs. In spite of its advantages, OT is not widely used. One reason is its sensitivity towards changes in material refractive index along the light path. Beam refraction artefacts cause areas of overestimated tissue density and blur geometric details. A spatial filter, introduced into the beam path to eliminate scattered photons, will also remove refracted photons from the projections. In the projections, zones affected by refraction can be detected by thresholding. By using algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) in conjunction with suitable interpolation algorithms, reconstruction artefacts can be partly avoided. Reconstructions from a test image were performed. Standard filtered backprojection (FBP) showed a round mean square (RMS) deviation from the original image of 9.9. RMS deviation with refraction-tolerant ART reconstruction was 0.33 and 0.24, depending on the algorithm, compared to 0.57 (FBP) and 0.06 (ART) in a non-refracting case. In addition, modified ART reconstruction allowed detection of small geometric details that were invisible in standard reconstructions. Refraction-tolerant ART may be the key to eliminating one of the major challenges of OT.